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Faubourg Numérique: A french association of entrepreneurs acting as local DIH

Main functions of European Digital Innovation Hubs

Think globally, act locally: the FIWARE iHubs network
https://www.fiware.org/community/fiware-ihubs/
How to engage **LOCAL** stakeholders in the digital and environmental transition strategies? (especially medium/small/rural territories and SMEs)

- **GLOBAL STRATEGY**
- **NATIONAL STRATEGIES**
- **REGIONAL STRATEGIES**
- **LOCAL STRATEGIES**

*top down efforts + bottom up efforts*
How to deal with advanced/emerging digital technologies for a better world?
(through concrete and controlled solutions)
Leverage the shared resources and experiences from GLOBAL networks and initiatives!
(and contribute to enrich the shared resources and knowledge)

MIMs
(Minimum Interoperability Mechanisms)

Open Source Software Components & Community
REGIONAL capacity building and entry point needed!
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